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ENCLO5URE 2

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

Inspection Report: 50-361/95-30
50-362/95-30

Licenses: NPF-10
NPF-15

Licensee: Southern California Edison Co.
P.O. Box 128
San Clemente, California

Facility Name: San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3

Inspection At: San Clemente, California

Inspection Conducted: December 31, 1995, through February 10, 1996,

Inspectors: J. A. Sloan, Senior Resident Inspector
J. J. Russell, Resident Inspector
D. L. Solorio, Resident Inspector
D. G. Acker, Project Inspector, Branch F
W. P. Ang, Senior Reactor Inspector (Team Leader)
F. R. Huey, Technical Assistant, WCF0

Approve : [/V h
D.F.Kfrsch,fChief,ReactorProjectsBranchF Date'

Inspection Summary

Areas Inspected (Units 2 and 3): Routine, announced inspection of operational
safety verification, plant maintenance, surveillance observations, onsite
engineering, followup of open items, review of licensee event reports, and

. review of Updated Final Safety Analysis Report commitments.

Results (Units 2 and 3):

Operations

' Operations personnel responded appropriately after a control element*

assembly dropped into the core in Unit 2 (Section 2.1).

Operators demonstrated positive control over a routine power reduction*

in support of heat treating the saltwater cooling system in Unit 3,
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including performing accurate reactivity calculations and implementing ,

procedural controls (Section 2.8). '

The inspector observed an apparent abnormality with the Unit 3.

l pressurizer temperature lumigraph indicator that operators had not
noticed. The operator failed to initiate corrective action after the
condition was identified, and did not alert the next shift of the
potential problem. Although the licensee's subsequent assessment was
that the lumigraph indicator was functioning properly, this incident
highlighted the need for improved board awareness and for initiating i

appropriate corrective actions (Section 2.9).
,

Training provided during a simulator session was good, and emphasis one

communications and command and control was excellent. However, the
inspector determined that, in the simulator, the response time for the
condenser offgas radiation monitor was unrealistically fast, a situation i

which had been previously brought to the licencee's attention.
Additionally, operators delayed diverting charging flow to auxiliary i
spray because of procedural requirements to verify shutdown boron

;

concentration before decreasing injection flow. The licensee's response
to these issues was appropriate (Section 2.5). |

Maintenance activities associated with saltwater cooling system piping*

supports in Unit 3 were not well controlled by operations. Contrary to i

the licensee's procedure governing work authorizations, operations I

personnel verbally authorized the removal of guides from three adjacent
pipe supports on the 36-inch discharge piping, without first determining
whether the activity would render the system inoperable. Because of
problems encountered during disassembly of the first pipe support, the
other two supports were not disassembled. The licensee subsequently
determined that operability was not affected by the activities actually '

performed, but that the system would have been rendered inoperable if
the other two supports had been disassembled. The licensee's failure to
follow the work authorization procedure was a noncited violation

i

(Section 3.2). 1

Maintenance

IThree examples of failure to perform required verification activities*

during maintenance were cited in a violation. The activities included
work on a saltwater cooling pump discharge butterfly valve, a reactor '

coolant pump motor, and an emergency diesel generator, all in Unit 3.
While corrective actions were appropriate, the licensee recently
identified a similar example involving Nuclear Construction work on a
steam generator sample isolation solenoid valve, indicating that some

! isolated problems still existed. No response to the violation was
j requested (Section 6.2).
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Grounding truck installation was well-controlled, although labeling*

could have been confusing. Labeling on grounding trucks was
inconsistent with terminology on the forms used to control truck
installation. Additionally, while the labeling was appropriate for use
when grounding most busses, it was not appropriate for installation on
transformer feeders to switchgear. The licensee's proposed corrective
actions were prudent (Section 3.3).

Maintenance personnel incorrectly calculated a nonconservative tolerance*

band for the lift setpoint for the Unit 2 boric acid makeup Pump 2Pl75
relief valve. While the setpoint was acceptable, and the work package
had not yet been reviewed by maintenance supervision, the incorrect
calculation underscored the value of performing verification of such
calculations. The absence of a verification for the calculation was
inconsistent with management expectations expressed in site
administrative procedures. Licensee corrective actions were appropriate
(Section 3.4).

The inspector identified misleading guidance in the surveillance I*

procedure for the emergency chilled water system monthly test. The
procedure inappropriately suggested that safety-related components in
rooms without both normal and emergency cooling could be considered
operable if temperatures in vital electrical spaces were monitored and |
acceptable. While the licensee intended the guidance to be applied only )
to the vital electrical spaces, it could have been inappropriately
applied to the emergency core cooling pump rooms and other spaces.
Licensee corrective actions were appropriate (Section 2.4). l

During a postmaintenance test of the Unit 2 high pressure turbine*

governor Valve 2VV2200b, operators appropriately identified and i

corrected inaccurate information provided in the testing procedure ;

regarding how to offset load swings using the control valve operating
limits. Additionally, the Operations Procedure Group developed
appropriate corrective actions to preclude similar errors (Section 2.7).

The licensee was appropriately identifying and correcting control room*

indication deficiencies. However, the inspector found that one recent
deficiency did not have a corrective action document. The licensee's
corrective actions were appropriate (Section 2.3).

Following failure of multiple refueling water storage tank outlet valves*

at least partly due to degradation resulting from exposure to the
outside environment, the licensee sealed a hole that allowed water
intrusion but did not significantly revise the preventive maintenance
interval for the valves, which are exposed to the outside environment.
The interval was reviewed and left at 8 years, despite the failures of
the valves due to lengthy intervals between preventive maintenance
activities (Section 6.1).
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Engineering
i

'
Installation of a temporary field modification in the Unit 3 control*

element drive mechanism control system panel evidenced thorough ,

preparation, and sensitive wire determinations and terminations were |

carefully controlled. The system was not safety-related and was not
seismically-qualified. The new circuit card box inside the cabinet was !

-

not securely mounted, as were the other components in the cabinet !

(Section 3.1). {
Engineering personnel were proactive in identifying that two pipe*

,

support cans were detensioned on safety injection piping from the Unit 2 !

containment recirculation sump. While the cause was not determined, l
operability was determined to be unaffected and corrective actions were
appropriate (Section 5.1).

;

,

On January 4, 1996, the Action Request Committee failed to understand an i*

issue regarding saltwater cooling pipe wall deterioration, instead
;

discussing a previously-dispositioned issue regarding saltwater cooling i

',
pipe supports. The disposition actions assigned were intended to
address the pipe support issue, but were inappropriately assigned to

,

4 resolve the pipe wall deterioration issue. This issue was identified by 1

the inspector, indicating that the Action Request Committee needed to
improve its attention to detail in understanding the documented issues
before moving to disposition them (Section 2.2).

Plant Support*

1
The licensee investigated and provided a root cause in a licensee event !

*

report that may not have been complete (paper installed upside down in !

rad monitors). However, the root cause indicated in the Licensee Event |
Report was reasonable and not appreciably different than what appeared !

to be emerging as the more complete root cause (Section 8.2).

Summary of Inspection Findings: i
4

Violation 362/9530-01 was opened and closed (Section 6.2).*

One noncited violation was identified (Section 3.2).*

Unresolved item 361,362/9516-01 was closed (Section 6.2).*

Inspection Followup Item 361/9327-07 was closed (Section 7.1).*-

Inspection Followup Item 362/9507-01 was left open (Section 6.1).*

Licensee Event Reports 362/95-002, 361/95-003, 361/95-008, 361/95-010,*

361/95-015, and 361,362/95-017 were closed (Sections 8.1, 8.2, and 9).
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Attachments:

Attachment 1 - Persons Contacted and Exit Neeting*

Attachment 2 - Acronyms*
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DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS (71707)

1.1 Unit 2

The unit began this inspection period at essentially 100 percent power. On
December 31, 1995, control element assembly (CEA) 75 dropped (Section 2.1).
To comply with Technical Specification (TS) requirements and as the result of
a xenon transient, power was reduced to 39 percent. The unit returned to full l

power on January 2, 1996, and operated at essentially 100 percent power |
through the end of this inspection period.

1.2 Unit 3

The unit began this inspection period at essentially 100 percent power. On
January 20, 1996, power was reduced to 82 percent to perform turbine valve
testing and to bump the circulating water pumps. The unit returned to ,

essentially full power later that same day. On February 2, the unit reduced '

power to 80 percent to perform a heat treatment of the circulating water
system. The unit returned to 100 percent power on February 3, and operated at
full power through the end of this inspection period.

2 OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION (71707)

2.1 Dropped CEA l
1

On December 31, 1995, while Unit 2 was operating at approximately 100 percent !

power and CEA exercising was in progress, CEA 75 dropped fully into the core. |

Operators attempted unsuccessfully to relaten and withdraw the CEA, and so '

reduced power to less than 70 percent to comply with TS requirements regarding <

CEA position deviation. Power was then further reduced to less than 50 l

percent to comply with TS requirements associated with axial shape index, and |
the resultant xenon transient brought power down to approximately 39 percent,
where operators stabilized power.

Maintenance and station technical personnel responded to troubleshoot and i
repair the control element drive mechanism control system. The licensee ldetermined that one of three circuit cards had failed, and all'three cards -

were replaced. The system was tested, and on January 1, 1996, operators
withdrew the CEA and began to return the unit to full power. Full power was
reached the following day.

The inspector reviewed operating logs and records, and discussed the event I
with station technical personnel. The inspector also noted that this 'was the '

first dropped CEA during the current operating cycle. The inspoctor concluded.
that operations, maintenance, and station technical personnel had responded
appropriately, and that TS requirements had been met.

I

|
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2.2 Incorrect Assessment of Action Reauest (AR)

: 0n January 4,1996, the inspector attended a meeting of the licensee committee
! that reviewed new ARs for disposition. The inspector noted that the

discussion regarding AR 960100069, for salt water cooling pipe wall
deterioration, did not appear to match the printed description of the problem. :

The committee's decision was:to generate a nonconformance report (NCR) and,

' perform an operability assessment. After the meeting the inspoctor then
interviewed a supervisory engineer who was not on the committee or at the
meeting. The inspector determined that the problem that had been discussed
was not the problem on the AR. The problem actually discussed was erroneous '

removal of bolts from a pipe support as a result of improper screening of
Maintenance Order (MO) 95082009, which had been previously dispositioned under

- AR 960100057. The inspector brought this to the attention of licensee
personnel and AR 960100069 was discussed again the next day and dispositioned
to perform an examination to determine pipe wall thickness prior to performing-
any assessments or generating an NCR. An NCR_had been generated previously i

'for the removal of the bolts. The inspector considered that inattention to
detail concerning a problem under review by the committee could result in
improper dispositions.

The -inspector also reviewed the circumstances of the bolt removal discussed
above, which is discussed in Section 3.2 of this report.

2.3 Audit of Mornina Meetina Control Room Deficiency List

On January 16, 1996, the inspector compared deficiency tags in the Unit 3
control room with a licensee-generated master deficiency tag list, and with a
list of cuntrol room deficiency tags reviewed by licensee personnel during
regular morning meetings. Overall, the inspector concluded the licensee was
appropriately identifying and correcting control room indication deficiencies.
The inspector did identify one deficiency which was indicated as deficient by
a' deficiency tag but did not have any work scheduled or an AR outstanding.
The licensee generated an AR for the recirculation filter differential ;

pressure recorder, which had failed. The inspector considered this an ;
appropriate response to the discovery.

2.4 ' Train B Emergency Chiller Scheduled Work

On January 22, 1996, the licensee removed Train "B" emergency
, Chiller 2/3ME335, which was common to both units, from service to repair _ ;

various leaks,- replace valves, and perform a design change. The inspector
reviewed TS 3.7.10, Emergency Chilled Water System, related TS, and licensee
Clarification Number 133, Revision 2. Based on the review, the inspector
concluded that the licensee was.in compliance with TS.

During,the course of the review, the inspector did note one minor procedural
problem with Procedure 5023-3-3.47, Temporary Change Notice (TCN) 0-15,
" Emergency Chilled Water Monthly Test." A note on page 23 of Attachment 3
stated, in part, that safety-related equipment without both normal and

._ - _. _ _ , _ _
_

_ _
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'' emergency cooling could be considered operable if temperatures in vital
electrical spaces were monitored to be in an acceptable range. The inspector
concluded that.this statement was misleading because monitoring temperature in|

| an electrical space (inverter, battery, and switchgear rooms)~ was not
sufficient to ensure operability of safety-related pumps with no normal or

.

emergency. cooling. The inspector brought this to the. licensee's attention.|

.The licensee planned on clarifying this note during an upcoming procedure
revision, which the inspector considered as an adequate response to the
concern.

2.5 Licensed Operator Simulator Trainina Observations

On January 24, 1996,_the inspector observed a simulator training. scenario
administered to licensee operators in the plant-referenced simulator by
licensee training personnel. . Based on this observation the inspector
concluded that-the training provided was good,.and that emphasis on
communications and command-and-control was excellent. The simulator scenario
utilized a' steam generator tube rupture _with loss of all feedwater to the
steam generators and was an effective tool to train the operators in various
technica1'and procedural points. The inspector did have the following
concerns, which did not negate the overall conclusion that the-training was '

good.

The inspector identified that the response time for the condenser offgas
radiation monitor to show increased readings, once the tube rupture was

_

initiated and pressurizer level began to lower, did not reflect actual. plant
response because it was too fast. The concern was that a response time
quicker than actual plant response time might provide for. confusion if an '

actual tube rupture occurred in the plant and the operators were conditioned
by. simulator training into expecting almost immediate indication on the
condenser offgas radiation monitor. The delav time for a 240 gpm tube rupture
that the inspector observed in the simulator was approximately 10 seconds from

'the time of the rupture to the time of the increased offgas readings. As
previously documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-361/95-14; 50-362/94-14,
Section 6.4, actual delay time is approximately 4 minutes. The operators

' diagnosed the event at approximately 13 minutes after initiation, which would
have been long enough, even with a 4 minute response time, to still properly

: diagnose the event. In response to the inspector's concern the licensee
. agreed to reevaluate and change the simulator response' to steam generator tube
ruptures,' actions which the inspector considered prudent.

.0perators, during implementation of the functional recovery, were directed by
the procedure to use. auxiliary spray to lower primary pressure in order to

'stop the tube. leakage from the reactor coolant system to the ~ steam generator.
At the time, the operators were concerned that diverting flow from charging
would violate the procedural requirement to verify. shutdown boron
concentration prior to allowing injection flow to decrease. This delayed
lowering primary pressure. As previously documented in NRC Inspection

,

| Report 50-361/95-28; 50-362/95-28, the licensee was making a procedural change
!

- . . , .- . , .. .-
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to alleviate this concern. The inspector concluded that the licensee's
response was appropriate.-

,

2.6 Containment Entry - Unit 2
I

On January 25, 1996, the inspector performed a visual inspection of Unit 2
areas inside containment but outside the bioshield while the unit was at |

power. The inspector noted heavy, dry, boric acid buildup on the top 1

insulation shield of pressurizer auxiliary spray system Valve 2MU133. The '

inspector determined that the leakage had come from a drain valve with a
threaded, capped, tailpiece on the reactor coolant letdown line,
Valve S21208MR121. The inspector reviewed the maintenance history on this
valve and noted that in 1987 this valve had been rebuilt as a result of
observed leakage. In 1990, as a result of boric acid buildup, the valve had
been checked for leakage with the unit in Mode 3. No leakage was found, and
the pipe cap threads were cleaned and retensioned. In 1992 the valve <s
again checked for leakage while the unit was in Mode 3. The pipe cap threads
again were cleaned as a result of leakage at the cap, and onto components
below the cap. This time the leakage had been identified by an NRC Inspector.
The valve was not reworked. The inspector also noted that this valve was
uncapped and used for a local leak rate test of the penetration connection
during each unit outage. The inspector was unable to determine if the valve ;

had been leaking past its seat since 1990 or if the boric acid noted, as
stated above, was due to the local leak rate testing use of the "alve.

i

In response to the inspector's concern the licensee planned to monitor this :
valve for leakage and make~ repairs, if necessary, during the next outage of |
sufficient duration, which the inspector considered prudent. '

I

2.7 Return to Service Testina of the Hiah Pressure Turbine Governor Valve
- Unit 2

'

On January 26,1996, Unit 2 control room operators performed a postmaintenance
test of turbine high pressure Governor Valve 2VV2200B prior to its return to
service. The inspector observed the testing and observed that command and
control throughout the test used by the control room supervisor was
appropriate for the circumstances. In addition, the inspector noted that
operators exercised good operating practices with respect to procedure usage
and problem solving to correct inaccurate information provided in the testing
procedure. Specifically, operators noted that the procedure provided
information which was stated incorrectly regarding how to offset load swings
using the control valve operating limit. The inspector noted that this was
the same procedure normally used for TS surveillance testing of the turbine

-steam admission valves. Operators appropriately modified the procedure and
,

the test was completed satisfactorily. '

The inspector determined that the error had been introduced during the last
revision of the procedure, by the Operations Procedure Group (OPG), due to

,

inattention to detail. As a result, the OPG supervisor stated that immediate !

corrective actions would include revalidation of the procedure using the

.
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simulator. Additionally, training reemphasizing the importance of attention
to detail in review and approval of procedures would be provided to the OPG.
The inspector concluded that the licensee's proposed and completed corrective
actions were appropriate.

2.8 Power Reduction for Intake Heat Treatment
i

On February 3, 1996, the inspector observed operators reduce reactor power
from 100 to 80 percent to support heat treatment of the Unit 3 intake
structure and its associated saltwater coolino train components.

Operators maintained plant parameters within specified operating ranges and |
properly implemented procedural controls. The inspector reviewed the |
reactivity calculations for the power reduction and verified they were l

correctly performed. Overall, the inspector concluded the power reduction was |

well controlled.
1

2.9 Operator Control Board Awareness
{

On January 26, 1996, the inspector observed that Unit 3 pressurizer
temperature Indicator 3TIO101 was flickering. The inspector informed the unit i

control operator who indicated that he was unaware of the condition, but that j
condition appeared similar to that of impending lumigraph failure. The i

control operator stated that an AR would be initiated. The inspector noted a l
few days later that the lumigraph was operating normally and inquired if the 1

'lumigraph had been repaired. The control operator stated that an AR had not
been written; however, the control operator did state that the next day on
shift they had specifically reviewed the operation of the lumigraph and found

,

it to be satisfactory. The inspector concluded that the problem was of little '

significance because there was redundant indication. However, the control
operator should have been aware of the abnormal indication and documented the
deficient or questionable condition to provide early warning and then to
communicate concerns to oncoming crews. In addition, because the control
operator chose not to initiate an AR, the oncoming crew should have been
informed of the condition for enhanced monitoring. The licensee acknowledged
the inspector's comments.

3 PLANT MAINTENANCE (62703)

During the inspection period, the inspector observed and reviewed selected
documentation associated with maintenance and problem investigation activities
listed below to verify compliance with regulatory requirements, compliance
with administrative and maintenance procedures, required quality
assurance / quality control department involvement, proper use of safety tags,
proper equipment alignment and use of jumpers, personnel qualifications, and

| proper retesting.
I

|
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3.1 Install Temporary Facility Modification in Unit 3 Control Element
Drive Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS) Panel

On January 10, 1996, this temporary facility modification was performed by.

licensee Instrumentation and Control technicians because an electronics card
(circuit board) had partially and progressively failed. The card sensed
CEDMCS logic power supply, and as it failed it caused control room
annunciation and prohibited rod motion for three groups of rods. A new card
contained in a box was duct-taped to the deck inside the CEDMCS cabinet, and
functions for sensing logic power supply were transferred to the new card.
Overall, based on observation, the inspector concluded that the determination
and termination of wires necessary to transfer function was performed well,
evidencing thorough advanced preparation. The inspector did consider,
however,-that while the new box weighed only a few pounds it was not securely
mounted, as were the other components in the cabinet. The inspector noted
that it was the licensee's intent to leave it in place until the next
refueling outage, which would be in about 1 year. The inspector did note,
however, that the CEDMCS cabinets were not safety-related and were not subject
to seismic qualification by regulations.

3.2 Improper Bolt Removal From Saltwater Cooling Piping Support

On January 8,1996, maintenance technicians inserted bolts into a horizontal
pipe support (Hanger 16) for Unit 3 common (to Trains "A" and "B") 36-inch
saltwater cooling discharge piping. The holes on the support did not line up,
and the inspector noted that two bolts and one spike had been inserted into
three of the four holes. The pipe had wedged the support, causing the
misalignment; whereas, by design there should have been 1/16-inch between the l

curved horizontal support plate and the pipe. The inspector reviewed
maintenance documentation and interviewed personnel and developed the
following sequence of events:

In August 1995 an inservice inspection revealed that gaps for Hanger 17*

(Hangers 14 through 17 are in the intake structure) were too wide.
NCR 950800017 was generated and maintenance personnel worked this hanger
and were unable to reset one gap.

*

In September 1995 NCR 95080017(01) was generated to accept "as is"*

Hanger 17 and to inspect similar hangers in the intake area where the '

curved plates face the pipe for corrosion.

As a result of corrective action to NCR 95080017(01), MO 95082009000 was
generated to remove curved pipe supports for Hangers 14, 15, and 16 and to
inspect for corrosion. This M0 directed removal of the curved supports;
inspection for corrosion; painting, if necessary; and reinstallation of the
pl ates . The M0 was evaluated as requiring verbal permission only, not a work
authorization. On December 27, 1995, when the curved support for Hanger 16
was removed, the hanger sprung, creating the misalignment.
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1

AR 960100057 was created on January 3, 1996, to initiate an M0 to create
proper alignment and refurbish the hidden area between the support and pipe.

' On January 8, 1996, the inspector observed M0 95082009000, the original M0
that was used to take the bolts out, being worked again as described above.
This M0 had no guidance to reinsert bolts in the situation that was observed.
M0 96010243000 was in planning to work Hanger 16. However, the workers had
received verbal authorization to scope the job.

Based on the above, the inspector reached the following conclusions.
M0 95082009000 removed one horizontal guide without having performed an
operability assessment while the system was operable and in operation. The
equipment control planner incorrectly evaluated this M0 as being able to be
issued with verbal permission only and a licensed operator arroneously gave i

this verbal permission without considering the effects on the system. This |
was in violation of Procedure 50123-XX-5, TCN 1-3, " Work Authorizations," ;

which required a written work authorization request for this work. The ,

inspector also noted that the M0 called for removal of three pipe supports, i

which would have been done if the first support had been able to be removed.
The licensee subsequently performed an operability determination and |

determined that the piping remained operable with the one guide unbolted. The
licensee had previously determined that removal of the guide without an !

operability assessment was in error. The licensee coached the responsible |
evaluator, planned on providing training to all evaluators and operators, sent '

out a memo describing the incident to operations and maintenance, and planned
on revising the work authorization request procedure. This licensee ;

identified and corrected violation is being treated as a noncited violation, |
consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. |

3.3 Groundina Truck Installation

On January 30, 1996, the inspector observed licensee electricians installing a
1200 ampere grounding truck into the high pressure safety injection Pump 2P018 ;

breaker position in Class IE 4KV Bus 2A06 (M0 95121173). On February 1, 1996, !
the inspector observed installation of a 1200 ampere grounding truck into the I
component cooling water Pump 2P025 breaker position in the same bus
(M0 95121174). In both instances the grounding trucks were installed to
support work to install a seal on transfer switch enclosures for these two
pumps, capable of being supplied power from Train "A" or Train "B". The
inspector concluded that, overall, the work was well controlled and that the
grounding truck removal, prior to equipment energization, would be controlled
by the M0 process.

The inspector noted that the grounding trucks were capable of connecting to
either the top bus bar or the bottom bus bar of the switchgear and wete
labeled as " bus" for the top three stabs and "line" for the bottom three
stabs. The grounding truck shorted the phases of whichever bus it was
connecting together to ground for electrical safety while work was in !

progress,
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Based on conversations with maintenance personnel and visual observation, the
inspector noted that the labeling on the grounding trucks was not well defined
when the trucks were to be installed on transformer feeders to switchgear, and
also noted that the terminology of " bus" and "line" was not used on the form
the electricians used to control and document installation of the trucks. The

!form used " top" and " bottom" for these grounding trucks.

In response to the inspector's concern, the licensee planned on removing all
such labeling from grounding trucks, which the inspector considered prudent.

3.4 Boric Acid Makeup System Relief Valve Rebuild

On January 27, 1996, the inspector observed maintenance personnel rebuild
Unit 2 boric acid relief Valve 2PSV9243 for boric acid makeup Pump 2Pl75. The
inspector reviewed the work plan for the job and concluded that it had been
adequately planned. The inspector walked down the system clearance and
verified that the clearance components were in the proper positions with
caution ta; affixed to applicable components.

,

The inspector noted that all procedural steps were followed as the valve was
reassembled. Following the postmaintenance relief test on the valve, the
inspector reviewed the maintenance records for the test. During this review
the inspector identified an error associated with calculation of the relief
valve lift setpoint acceptance criteria in the procedure for bench testing and
calibration of the relief valve. Specifically, the relief valve procedure
required a pressure tolerance band to be determined for the relief test. The
inspector identified that this tolerance band was incorrectly calculated such
that an unacceptable test result could have been inappropriately accepted.
The inspector also noted that the calculation did not require second person .

tverification. However, while the calculated tolerance band was in error, the
actual pressure the valve had lifted at during the relief test was within an
acceptable range; therefore, the safety significance of this observation Nas
minimal. The inspector also acknowledged that the review of the completed
maintenance record by the foreman and general foreman had not yet occurred.

In response to the inspector's observation, maintenance management indicated ,

that there should have been a verification step in the procedure and stated I
that the procedure would be revised. The inspector reviewed the site-wide i
administrative procedure for preparation, review and approval of procedures I

and determined it was a management expectation that steps involving
calculations should be verified by a second individual. The inspector
interviewed several maintenance procedure writers and concluded that this
management expectation had not been adequately reinforced. The inspector
discussed this observation with maintenance management and determined that a
new procedure author's guide was close to being issued that would require, as
a general rule, that calculations have an independent verification signature
to avoid the same problems identified by the inspector. In the interim, this j

issue would be discussed during the next weekly maintenance staff meeting. In J
laddition, maintenance management stated that maintenance foremen would be

instructed to identify steps without appropriate verification during prejob
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reviews of nonroutine jobs. The inspector concluded that the licensee's
proposed and completed corrective actions were adequate.

! 3.5 Other Maintenance Observations

One other maintenance activity was observed:

Unit 2

Replace cross head bearings and inspect and adjust connecting rod '*

bearings on Unit 2 Charging Pump 2P192

This activity was performed acceptably.

4 SURVEILLANCE OBSERVATIONS (61726)

Selected surveillance tests required to be' performed by TS were reviewed on a
sampling basis to verify that: (1) the surveillance tests were correctly
included on the-facility schedule; (2) a technically adequate procedure
existed for performance of the surveillance tests; (3) the surveillance tests i

-

had been performed at the frequency specified in the TS; and (4) test results
satisfied acceptance criteria or were properly dispositioned.

Unit 3 .

S023-3-3.37, Attachment 1, " Leak Rate Calculation."*

S023-3-3.60.3, TCN 0-1, " Component Cooling Water and Seismic Makeup Pump*

Test."

These surveillances were performed acceptably.

5 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551)

5.1 Detensioned Pipe Support Cans

On January 5, 1996, the licensee informed the inspector that cognizant
engineers had found that pipe support cans for both trains of piping from the
Unit 2 containment recirculation sump (one can per pipe) hao no tension.
Normal tension was approximately 5200 pounds. That same day the licensee
retensioned the cans and performed a computer analysis to demonstrate that the
piping remained operable.

| The inspector visually inspected the piping and pipe support cans after they
I were reset and reviewed portions of Calculation M1204-003-AA, Revision 7, '

| " Penetration 55, Containment Emergency Sump Recirculation." The inspector and
| the licensee reviewed work history on these hangers and adjacent equipment in
|' order to determine the root cause. Both the inspector and the licensee were

unable to determine the root cause for the detensioned supports. The
;

.
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inspector did note that in the 1992 in 3 frame the licensee had removed the l

containment emerancy sump isolation valves, located adjacent to the pipe ;

cans, without blocking the cans in position, causing the pipe to spring up.
The licensee then used hydraulic jacks to realign the piping prior to
reinstallation of the valves and subsequently evaluated the cold pull
implications of the process. Portions of this are documented in NRC
Inspection Report 50-361/92-15; 50-362/92-15. However, the inspector was ,

'

unable to establish that the cans had been detensioned and not retensioned
during this process.

1

The inspector concluded that the discovery by the cognizant engineer
demonstrated an alert, questioning attitude and considered that the cans had
been reset correctly. Because the licensee had performed a computer analysis
to demonstrate operability of the piping with the supports detensioned, the |
inspector considered that the safety significance of the licensee discovery I

was minimal. |
1
'

6 FOLLOWUP - MAIMiENANCE (92902)

6.1 (0 pen) Inspector Followup Item 362/9507-01: Assessment of the Safety

Signific_ance of Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Outlet Valves
Failing to Close and of the Adeauacy of the Preventive Maintenance (PM)
Program for Motor-Operated Valves (MOVs)

This followup item was created to track the inspector's assessment of the
safety significance of RWST outlet valves (2/3 HV9300 for RWST Tank T005 and
2/3 HV9301 for RWST Tank T006 for each unit) failing to close, or the ability i

to close being degraded or indeterminate, when operators attempted to close |

them from the control room in preparation for diagnostic testing. This item
was also created to assess the adequacy of the MOV PM program as a result of
previous maintenance-related failures of safety-related MOVs. This item will
remain open, with the safety significance to be assessed by the NRC Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), and the overall adequacy of the PM program
to be evaluated at a later date, as described below.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's emergency operating procedures (EOPs) |

and the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) and noted that the E0Ps
directed that HV9300 and HV9301 be closed by operators on the initiation of a
recirculation actuation signal (RAS). A RAS automatically initiated on
approximately 18 percent RWST level with the containment emergency sump outlet
valves automatically opening so that the high pressure safety injection and
containment spray pumps would shift suction from the RWST to the sump in the
event a loss of coolant accident was in progress and RWST inventory had been
injected. The UFSAR also described these valves as being manually shut on a
RAS (Section 6.3, figures 6.3-2 through 6.3-4). The licensee provided the
inspector with an informal calculation that demonstrated that, because the

;

| RWST was located at a higher elevation than the emergency sump, and because
| the emergency core cooling system pumps were located at lower elevations than

both sources of water, the RAS would still function. The inspector also
l reviewed the operability assessment of NCR 950300186, written against 3HV9301.
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The licensee also provided electronic mail dated May 31, 1995, and a
memorandum to file dated August 13, 1992. These documents described the
function of the RWST outlet valves as a precautionary defense-in-depth for the
RAS signal and provided justification for the exemption of the RWST check
valves (MU001 and MU002) from single failure criteria. The NCR also described
the RWST outlet valves as fully operable when open, and the inability to close
as not affecting operability. The inspector did note, however, that with the
RWST outlet valves open, a piping path without isolation, except for the check
valve downstream from the RWST and isolation valves (MU001 and MU002), existed
from the emergency sump to the RWST. This path could provide for release of
some radioactive gas, principally iodine, if a loss of reactor coolant
accident was in progress or flow of water from the emergency sump to the RWST
if the containment was pressurized and the check valves leaked by. The
inspector also noted the single failure exemption argument used by the
licensee stated that the function of the check valves was to close to isolate
the RWST from the emergency sump " prior to the closing of RWST suction
isolation valves (2/3 HV9300 and 2/3 HV9301)" . Because the UFSAR described
the design basis of the plant as having these valves shut on a RAS, and
because, with these valves not shut, a possible unanalyzed release path
existed, the inspector referred this issue to NRR for further evaluation.

To evaluate the licensee's PM program for M0Vs, the inspector reviewed a draft
program document dated December 22, 1995; Document M-42652, Revision 1,
" Generic Letter 89-10 MOVs PM Requirements and Intervals." The inspector also
interviewed licensee personnel. In addition, the inspector noted that in the
recent past the licensee had experienced failures of an auxiliary feedwater
valve (3HV4705, the discharge control valve from the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump to Steam Generator 3E088 in May 1993), a fast acting component
cooling water to containment emergency cooling unit isolation valve 3HV6367
(the isolation valve for component cooling water to containment emergency
cooling Unit 3E401 in April 1994), and the RWST outlet valves mentioned above.
Each of these MOV failures was at least partially due to a lack of PM of the
valves. The inspector understood that the vendor recommendation was to
initially start the valve actuators on an 18 month PM periodicity, and then to
adjust the interval depending on the particular valve and application.
Consequently, when the inspector noted that planned PM intervals in all
instances were greater than 18 months, with, for example, the RWST outlet
valves planned for an 8 year PM interval, the inspector was concerned that a
long interval could result in valve failure again. The inspector did note
that the licensee planned on stem lubrication yearly, and diagnostic
evaluation at half the PM interval, or 4 years for the RWST outlet valves.
The inspector also noted that the formula for PM interval did account for
previous failures, but that using it still resulted in seemingly long ,

intervals for valves with a history of failure. The inspector also noted that |

actuators located outside, exposed to the environment, were not given enhanced
PM intervals, other than based on anticipated operating temperatures. Because
the document reviewed was in draft form, and because the inspector still had
some concerns, this portion of this item remains open pending further review.
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6.2 (Closed) Unresolved Item 361. 362/9516-01: Improper Control of
Maintenance Procedure Verification

This unresolved item involved three examples of improper performance of
maintenance procedure independent verification activities by licensee
personnel.

The first example involved unperformed verification steps associated*

with the removal and inspection of Unit 3 saltwater cooling Pump 3P307
discharge Butterfly Valve 3HV6202. Valve 3HV6202 had been removed from
the system in accordance with M0 94061278 and Maintenance
Procedure 5023-I-6.240, Revision 1, " Fisher Model 7600 Series Butterfly
Valve Overhaul and Model 486U Piston Actuators Overhaul." An NRC
inspector reviewed documentation for the work activity and noted that as
of August 14, 1995, the valve had been removed from the system and
inspected. The inspector also noted that procedure Steps 3.4 (to verify
prerequisites were met prior to commencing work) and 6.5.2 (to matchmark
the valve and associated piping prior to valve removal) had not been
signed as being completed. On August 16 the NRC inspector noted that no
match marks were installed on the valve or associated piping.

The Maintenance Division conducted an investigation of the
NRC-identified concern noted above and issued Maintenance Division
Experier.ce Report (MDER) MDER-95-057, approved November 20, 1995. The
MDER stated that the investigation confirmed that the NRC inspector's
observations regarding the M0 and procedure documentation discrepancies
were accurate. The investigation determined that maintenance personnel
had observed matchmarks on the valve and pipe flange from a previous
maintenance activity, assumed the old matchmarks were adequate, but
forgot to sign off the applicable procedure step. The old matchmarks
were faint and difficult to identify. On or about the evening of
August 16, new matchmarks were added based on the old faint matchmarks.
The procedure steps were signed off by an undetermined individual and
back-dated August 14, 1995. The investigation concluded that the
operational readiness of Valve 3HV6202 was not in question, and
consequently, the safety significance of the noted condition was low.
Maintenance initiated a review of all safety-related M0s that were
worked during Cycle 8 refueling outages for both units by individuals
responsible for the noted condition. Maintenance management then
initiated a number of programmatic actions to improve the quality of
verifications of maintenance activities, as discussed further below.

The second example involved bypassed independent verification steps*

| associated with maintenance activities on reactor coolant pump
| Motor 3MM003. Work was being performed on the motor in accordance with
'

MO 93020092000 and Maintenance Procedure S023-I-8.231, Revision 3,
" Reactor Coolant Pump Motor Bearing Inspection and In Place
Maintenance." An NRC inspector determined that maintenance personnel
had (1) jacked up the motor shaft without the required independent

|
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verification of measurements (Step 6.6.6.6 of the procedure), (2) jacked
up the motor shaft without the required independent verification of a
calculation (Step 6.6.6.7 of the procedure), and (3) had proceeded with.
the thrust runner heatup without verification of a micrometer setting ,

(Step 6.6.6.11 of the procedure). The inspection report also noted !

several verification steps ~ that were signed off by the foreman without
performance of the specific actions required by the procedure.

The Nuclear Oversight Division performed an investigation of the above
noted conditions. The investigation determined that, based on
interviews with appropriate personnel and review of associated '

documents, the procedural violations occurred, but were not willful.
The investigation further determined that errors were_made within the
administrative process, but the interviews and documents confirmed that
the installation of the thrust runner had been performed correctly. The
investigation concluded that the errors did not result in any safety
significant consequences. Maintenance and the Nuclear Oversight j

Division implemented additional programmatic reviews and corrective !

actions to address the observed verification errors, which are discussed i

bel ow.- ;

The third example involved bypassed verification steps associated with ;*

maintenance activities on Emergency Diesel Generator 3G002. Work was i

being performed in accordance with MO 94062244000 and Maintenance i

Procedure S023-I-8.68, TCN 0-9, " Emergency Diesel Generator and >

Components Check." An NRC inspector noted that work had been performed I

on Steps 6.10.2.6 through 6.10.2.8, but that Step 6.10.2.6, which
required verification prior to performance of the next step, had not
been signed.

The inspector concluded that the above examples of failure to comply with
maintenance procedure verification requirements was a violation of TS 6.8.1
(Violation 50-362/9530-01).

The inspector reviewed records and discussed the following identified
corrective actions with maintenance and various members of the Nuclear
Oversight Division.

The Nuclear Oversight Division examined 145 closed work authorization.

records for return to service tests performed at or near the end of the 1

Unit 3 refueling outage, since the maintenance verification errors !
occurred during the last Unit 3 refueling outage. One of the purposes |

of the review was to determine if any return to service test failures
might be attributable to poorly implemented procedure verification
requirements. There were no test failures identified. The licensee
concluded that the absence of 1est failures provided an independent ,

!check on the quality of a portion of the work performed during the
outage.

1
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The Nuclear Oversight Division performed a review of a sample of 240 of*

1791 M0s that were worked during the refueling outage. The review was
performed after work had been completed, and in most cases before first
line supervisory review had occurred. The Nuclear Oversight Division
considered that the timing of the review would maximize the probability
that verification errors would be identified. The review determined
that four of the M0s had verification steps that were not signed off.
However, the review also determined that none of the errors had any
safety significance nor did they impect the quality of the work which
was performed.

The Nuclear Oversight Division evaluated the adequacy of the maintenance*

procedural compliance performance and noted that during the Unit 3
Cycle 8 outage, maintenance processed approximately 3000 to 4000 M0s
containing approximately 20,000 completed work and verification steps. I

The Nuclear Oversight Division further noted that it had intensive field
coverage of work activities during the outage. This entailed field
coverage 20 hours a day and resulted in 1800 observations of maintenance
work activities. Of these, 263 observations focused on the subject of
procedure compliance. The observations identified 15 procedural
compliance problems. Three of the problems related directly to
verification problems. The licensee's evaluation of the 15 problems
determined that, individually, the problems were not significant. The
Nuclear Oversight Division considered that the level of errors, in
relation to the volume of work performed, was indicative of overall good
performance, and did not indicate a generic problem. However,
considering the observation results collectively, and in conjunction
with NRC inspection findings and MDERs, the Nuclear Oversight Division
concluded that maintenance performance relative to planning, execution,
and documentation of worc, activities needed attention. On September 22,
1995, the Nuclear Oversight Division issued Corrective Action
Request 013-95.

Maintenance reviewed the maintenance verification weaknesses identified in NRC
Inspection Report 50-361/95-16; 50-362/95-16, Corrective Action
Request 013-95, issued MDER 95-057, and initiated the following actions. ;

The Maintenance Manager held mandatory " Stand Down" meetings with*

maintenance personnel to provide a detailed review of Maintenance
Procedure S0123-I-1.3, " Work Activity Guidelines." The Maintenance
Manager reinforced his expectations regarding procedure compliance and
attention to detail. Comments regarding the procedure were received and
discussed in an effort to improve the procedure. A test was provided to
ascertain that the procedure compliance and verification requirements
and management expectations were understood.

The MDER was distributed to all maintenance personnel as required*

reading.
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Maintenance Procedure S0123-I-1.3, Revision 4, TCN.4-1,'" Work Activity*
;

Guidelines," was issued on December 4, 1995, to add management
,

expectations, and to clarify and reinforce work completion and ;

verification s_ignoff procedural requirements. j

i
Maintenance increased its focus on the adequacy of verifications during )

*

performance of maintenance leadership observations. The Maintenance
-Leadership Observation Program consisted of Maintenance Supervisors'and

,

support staff performing field observation of maintenance activities
approximately two or more hours a week. The program was designed to s

encourage management observation, evaluation, coaching, and correction'. '

of ongoing field activities.. A weekly leadership observation report was
issued to compile, trend, address and disseminate the observations. The
report for the week ending December 3, 1995, noted numerous observed.

,

strengths and weaknesses. . The report also noted MOs that were missing . )information and incomplete, and noted procedure problems that could lead i

to errors in verification of prerequisites. 1

The NRC Inspector acknowledged that the licensee's corrective actions appeared
to be appropriate; however, he noted that the licensee identified the-

following example of continued maintenance procedure verification problems.
Specifically, on December 7,1995, a Quality Control '(QC) inspector was
requested to sign off a hold point for terminations of wiring associated with
the replacement _of a solenoid operator for Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E089 sample
isolation Valve 3HV4057 in accordance with Construction Work Order
95040137000. The QC inspector appeared to be knowledgeable of his
responsibilities for verification of the terminations. The QC inspector also
reviewed the work documentation prior to signoff of the hold point and noted
that previous work steps had not yet been signed off by the crafts. The QC
inspector questioned the craft personnel about the signatures and the work
steps were signed off. The QC inspector informed the craft supervisor about !

the unsigned work steps and noted the condition in his log. The NRC inspector i
noted that' this verification problem involved the licensee's construction' '

organization rather than its maintenance organization. Since the construction 1

organization performs work similar to that accomplished by maintenance, the i
inspector emphasized the importance of ensuring that all appropriate licensee |
organizations are properly trained on procedure verification requirements. |
The licensee Construction Manager agreed, and noted that additional actions

,

would be taken to ensure that proper verifications are performed in the "

future. !

7 FOLLOWUP - ENGINEERING (92903)

7.1 (Closed) Inspection Followup Item 50-361/9327-07: Beach Dump Valves Not !
IE Powered |

During the test team inspection (NRC Inspection Report 50-361/93-27; ;

50-362/93-27), an inspector noted that the salt water system emergency |
discharge (beach dump) valves were not powered from a safety-related Class 1E

i

i
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supply. The licensee stated that the design basis for the salt water system
allowed 30 minutes for opening these valves. Therefore, the licensee
considered that manual opening of the valves was acceptable. The inspector
was concerned that manual operation was not specifically credited in the
licensee's design. The licensee committed to summarize the design of the salt
water beach dump valves in a letter to the NRC staff.

The licensee submitted its position on the design basis of the salt water
beach dump valves in a letter to the NRC staff in August 1994. The staff
completed a review and noted that the licensee's design basis was acceptable.
The staff noted that these valves were important to safety and should be
considered for periodic maintenance and testing to ensure that these valves
remain operable.

During the current inspection, the inspector reviewed the maintenance schedule
for the salt water beach dump valves. The inspector determined that the
licensee was in the process of removing these valves from its Generic
Letter 89-10, " Safety-Related M0V Testing and Surveillance," program. The
licensee stated that in the future the beach dump valves would receive the
following inspections and tests every third refueling outage in accordance
with repetitive M0s.

Disassemble and inspection of valve internals*

Disassemble and inspection of motor and actuator*

Lubrication*

!

Functional test*

The licensee stated that the above inspection and tests would maintain valve
operability. Based on the staff's acceptance of the licensee design basis and
inspector review of the licensee's maintenance program, the inspector
considered the licensee's actions acceptable.

8 ONSITE REVIEW OF LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (LERs) (92700)

The following LERs were closed through direct observation, discussion with
licensee personnel, or review of the records: '

8.1 (Closed) LER 362/95-002: Loss of Containment Integrity While Conductina

Core Alterations

This LER involved Unit 3 operators inadvertently conducting core alterations
while not maintaining containment closure. On August 26, 1995, during the
Unit 3 refueling outage, the licensee initiated work to drain Steam
Generator 3E089 while fuel movement was in progress. Three 3/4-inch auxiliary
feedwater vent and drain valves were open. When the licensee opened Steam
Generator E089's atmospheric dump valve the action provided a path from

.
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containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere via the steam generator feed ;

ring and secondary side. At this time core alterations were in progress. The
licensee noted and corrected the condition within 13 minutes of initiation.

The inspector reviewed the LER, interviewed pertinent personnel, and reviewed
,

a draft of Attachment 13 of Procedure S023-2-18, Revision 6, " Draining Steam '

Generators to the Auxiliary Feedwater Building'or FFCPD Sump," which was -

changed to add a checklist to verify containment closure more rigorously prior
to commencing the draining. The inspector noted licensee corrective actions
included coaching the individuals involved, reviewing the event with .

personnel, and proceduralizing a checklist as mentioned above. Licensee root '

cause assessment was inadequate communications between operations management !

and the individual responsible for reviewing the work authorization, which |

listed the auxiliary feedwater valves as open, prior to commencing the :

draining.
|

The inspector concluded that the safety significance was minor because the '

release to the environment of radioactive material (principally iodine) would
have been negligible because of the lack of containment pressurization i

potential during a fuel handling accident and due to the small size of the
openings. The inspector also concluded the licensee's corrective actions
appeared sufficient to prevent recurrence.

I

l
8.2 (Closed) LER 361/95-015. Revision 0: Reactor Coolant System Leakage !

Detection System Inoperable I
1

This LER was closed by in-office review in NRC Inspection i

Report 50-361/95-20;362/95-20. However, during routine inspection activities
the inspector determined that the licensee was still performing a root cause
evaluation for the radiation monitors that were the subject of this LER
although the LER stated that the root cause was that the filter paper was
installed upside down, allowing an air gap to develop between the paper and
the detector, resulting in bypass flow and invalid indications. i

In discussions with licensee personnel, the inspector determined that the
licensee continued to investigate the cause of the failure because information
that surfaced after the LER was submitted suggested that the filter paper
orientation may not have been the cause of the failure. The investigation was
being documented in Inter-Divisional Investigation Report 95-034, which was
not yet complete. The licensee's preliminary conclusions were that the paper
being inverted could cause the inoperability, and that another potential cause
could be that the drive unit was not fully inserted into the housing,
resulting in substantial bypass flow. The location of the monitor was such
that not being fully inserted would not be readily apparent. The inspector
examined a drive unit and the monitor location and determined that the

| licensee's explanation was reasonable.

The licensee stated that the cause of the failure was ultimately lack of
attention to detail in installing the paper drive. This encompassed both the
improper paper orientation and the failure to fully insert the drive unit.

!

|

|
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I The licensee stated that a supplemental LER would be submitted if the
iconclusions of the final root cause evaluation warranted, l

I
In addition to the corrective actions described in the LER, the licensee was '

considering other actions as part of its ongoing investigation, including
developing and proceduralizing criteria for determining monitor aparability
from activity readouts. The licensee also revised procedures related to
ensuring proper paper fit and installation.

The inspector concluded that the licensee's root cause determination, prior to )submittal of the LER, was reasonable but not definitive. Also, the licensee|

was appropriately pursuing a more complete root cause determination based on,

i additional information received subsequent to the submittal of the LER. The
inspector further concluded that, based on the preliminary results of-the
licensee's ongoing investigation, there was little significance to the
differences with respect to NRC's assessment of the issue, and that the
licensee's preliminary corrective actions were appropriate.

9 IN-0FFICE REVIEW OF LERs (90712)

The following LERs were closed based on in-office review:

361/95-003, Revision 0: Unit 2 Low Pressure Turbine Rotor Cracking j
e

361/95-008, Revision 0: TS 3.0.3 Entry Due to Inoperable Containmente

Emergency Cooling Fans

361/95-010, Revision 0: Pressurizer Safety Valve Setpoints out ofe

Tolerance

361, 362/95-017, Revision 0: Toxic Gas Isolation System Setpoint*

Omission

10 REVIEW OF UFSAR COMMITMENTS

, A recent discovery of a licensee operating its facility in a manner contrary
I to the UFSAR description highlighted the need for a special focused review

that compares plant practices, procedures and/or parameters to the UFSAR
description. While performing the inspections discussed in this report, the
inspectors reviewed the applicable portions of the UFSAR that related to the
areas inspected. The inspectors verified that the UFSAR wording was
consistent with the observed practices, procedures and/or parameters.
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ATTACHMENT 1
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1 PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

D. Breig, Manager, Station Technical
J. Fee, Maintenance Manager
R. Krieger, Vice President, Nuclear Generating Station
D. Nunn, Vice Pres'1 dent, Nuclear Engineering and Technical

Support i

K. S1agle, Manager, Huclear Oversight i

T. Vogt, Plant Superintendent, Units 2/3

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on February 14, 1996. During this meeting, the !
inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee
acknowledged the. inspection findings documented in this report.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the
inspection'should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was
identified.
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ATTACHMENT 2

ACRONYMS

AR action request
CEA control element assembly
CEDMCS control element drive mechanism control system |

E0P emergency operating procedures j
LER licensee event report J

LOCA loss of coolant accident !
MDER maintenance division experience report :
M0 maintenance order l
M0V motor-operated valve |

NCR nonconformance report |
NRR NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

,

OPG operations procedure group i

PM preventive maintenance
'

QC quality control
RAS recirculation actuation signal
RWST refueling water storage tank
TCN temporary change notice <

TS Technical Specifications
UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report .
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